
understanding and cooperation on issues of  

legal reform and human rights in the United 

States and China.

Speaking on China’s Legal System

Central to the weeklong program 

were Prof. Dan’s presentations at Stanford 

University and the Boalt Hall School of  Law 

at the University of  California, Berkeley. 

Through a series of  lectures, seminars, and 

meetings with students and faculty, Prof. 

Dan introduced the procuratorate’s function 

in China’s legal system, its role in protecting 

individual human rights, and the challenges 

China faces as it pursues the offi cial goal of  

creating a “harmonious society” governed by 

rule of  law.

Dan pointed out that particularly since 

2004, when China’s constitution was amend-

ed to include a reference to protecting human 

rights, the procuratorate has incorporated 

safeguarding the rights of  Chinese criminal 

defendants and prisoners into its mission. A 

campaign to enforce legal time limits for de-

tention and trial has helped to reduce cases 

of  unlawfully extended detention by 95 per-

cent. The SPP has also taken leading steps 

to combat the use of  torture and detainee 

mistreatment in the Chinese criminal justice 

system; according to the latest SPP work re-

port, 930 government offi cials were investi-

gated for related crimes in 2006.

In an effort to help build the “harmo-

nious society” now being promoted, Dan 

noted that China’s courts and procurator-
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A s part of  its mission to promote dia-

logue on issues of  human rights and 

criminal justice, The Dui Hua Foundation 

welcomed Prof. Dan Wei to San Francisco 

from March 10 to March 17, 2007. An in-

tensive program of  activities surrounded 

Prof. Dan’s visit, including lectures, visits to 

prison and detention facilities, observance 

of  local judicial proceedings, and meetings 

with academics, judges, and attorneys.

Prof. Dan, law professor and senior 

researcher at the Institute for Procuratorial 

Theory of  China’s Supreme People’s Procu-

ratorate (SPP), is a recognized expert in the 

fi eld of  Chinese criminal justice and edits 

the journal Chinese Criminal Science, which is 

considered China’s most authoritative pub-

lication in the fi eld of  criminology. He has 

many years of  experience working within 

the procuratorate, the branch of  China’s 

legal system concerned primarily with pros-

ecution, investigation of  offi cial corruption, 

and supervision of  other legal institutions 

such as the police, courts, prisons, and “re-

education-through-labor” facilities.

Prof. Dan’s visit was supported by Dui 

Hua’s Special Program/Development Fund, 

established in 2005 in large part to fund 

activities that promote cooperation between 

the foundation and offi cials working for 

human rights in China. By furthering 

exchanges such as this and last year’s visit by 

Prof. Li Shi’an of  the Chinese Association 

for Human Rights Studies (see Dialogue 

24), Dui Hua hopes to bring about greater 
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ates will need to strike a balance be-

tween severity and lenience in their 

use of  punishment for criminal ac-

tivity. Moreover, the SPP must place 

greater emphasis on addressing causes 

of  popular unrest, such as illegal land 

acquisition, environmental damage, 

bankruptcy among state-run indus-

tries, and corruption—all of  which 

have been contributing to the rise in 

“mass incidents.”

During his frank discussion of  

the obstacles facing China’s legal re-

form, Prof. Dan singled out two areas 

of  special concern. First was the role 

played by “adjudication committees” 

in the courts and “procuratorial com-

mittees” in the procuratorates. These 

internal bodies are composed of  po-

litically-appointed bureaucrats and 

make decisions about sentencing and 

prosecutions in “complex” cases. Dan 

maintained that they unduly hamper 

the independence of  judges and pros-

ecutors and should eventually be elim-

inated. Even more urgent, in his view, 

is the need to improve the training and 

selection of  Chinese judges and pros-

ecutors. According to fi gures 

he cited, only about 25 percent 

of  all judges and prosecutors in 

China possess an undergradu-

ate degree in law—the basic 

training necessary to enter the 

legal profession as a lawyer.

Dan cautioned against 

expecting too much, too soon 

in the area of  legal reform in 

China. Raising the level of  

professionalism and increasing 

judicial independence will 

require years of  gradual 

change. He reminded audiences 

that China has already taken 

many signifi cant steps toward 

improving its legal system and 

protections of  human rights—such 

as reforms to the death penalty review 

procedure enacted in 2007—and that 

many more plans for improvement are 

under discussion, including the long-

awaited reform of  the reeducation-

through-labor system.

Visit to San Quentin

In the course of  his career at the 

SPP, Prof. Dan has visited more than 

100 detention facilities and prisons in 

China, and he also has toured similar 

facilities in several foreign countries. 

For this Bay Area visit, Dui Hua ar-

ranged for Prof. Dan to tour San 

Quentin State Prison, located ap-

proximately 18 miles (30 km) north 

of  Dui Hua’s San Francisco offi ce. 

Established in 1852 on a picturesque, 

432-acre site overlooking San Fran-

cisco Bay, San Quentin is the oldest 

prison in California and presently 

houses more than 5,000 male prison-

ers, including over 600 inmates on the 

state’s death row.

Lieutenant Eric Messick led 

Prof. Dan, Dui Hua Executive Direc-

tor John Kamm, and Dui Hua staff  

members Joshua Rosenzweig and 

Martin Witte on an extensive tour 

of  San Quentin, highlighting among 

other areas the prison’s factories, the 

main prison yards and cell blocks, and 

the dining facilities.

The visit offered a fi rsthand look 

at one of  the most pressing issues fac-

ing San Quentin and most prisons in 

California: severe overcrowding. The 

prison is at nearly 60 percent above its 

design capacity, which is actually low 

compared to the entire state prison 

system (currently more than 95 per-

cent above design capacity). Hundreds 

of  inmates are being housed in the 

prison’s gymnasium until the comple-

tion of  new facilities that are intended 

to alleviate space problems. 

The fi nal stop on the tour was San 

Quentin’s execution chamber, where 

the death penalty has been carried out 

on condemned prisoners via lethal 

injection or, rarely in recent years, 

lethal gas. A federal court ruling in 

December 2006 has effectively halted 

all executions in California while 

the court considers whether the 

state’s revised procedures on 

the implementation of  lethal 

injection suffi ciently address 

concerns that the procedure 

violates the Eighth Amendment 

prohibition of  “cruel and 

unusual punishment.”

Judicial & Jail Systems

Prof. Dan also gained in-

sight into the local judicial sys-

tem, and as with Prof. Li Shi’an’s 

visit in 2006, Judge Julie Tang 

of  the San Francisco Superior 

Court helped the foundation 
Prof. Dan Wei responds to a question following his presentation on 

China’s legal system at the University of California at Berkeley.
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arrange an informative pro-

gram highlighting a range 

of  proceedings heard in US 

criminal courts. Prof. Dan, 

Kamm, Rosenzweig, and 

Witte observed attorneys 

carefully question potential 

jurors during the jury selec-

tion process known as “voir 

dire.” They also witnessed 

a portion of  a prelimi-

nary hearing to determine 

whether witness testimony 

in a rape case could be ad-

mitted at trial and saw the 

presentation of  videotaped 

testimony in a murder trial. 

Proceedings to handle misdemeanor 

offenses were shown as a possible 

model for China as it seeks to reform 

its reeducation-through-labor system. 

A tour of  San Francisco’s new 

jail facility in the neighboring city of  

San Bruno was the main focus of  the 

afternoon, with Dui Hua Director 

Magdalen Yum joining the group. 

In sharp contrast to the antiquated 

facilities at San Quentin, which is 

based on the old linear model, the 

San Bruno Jail is a modern facility 

opened in August 2006. The jail 

houses prisoners in “pods” with 

bright, airy cells that open onto 

communal space overseen by guards 

on a high-tech platform. The San 

Bruno Jail is not at full capacity and is 

entertaining requests from the state to 

house inmates from state prisons. It 

offers programs on curbing domestic 

violence and drug abuse as well as 

courses to help inmates earn high 

school and college degrees.

To learn more about the local 

legal structure, Prof. Dan met with San 

Francisco District Attorney Kamala 

Francisco after decades 

of  work experience in the 

juvenile justice system of  

Chicago’s Cook County, 

long considered a national 

model.

After touring the new 

Youth Guidance Center de-

tention facilities, Prof. Dan 

and Dui Hua observed pro-

ceedings in the courtroom 

of  Judge Lillian Sing, who 

helped plan the morning’s 

program. The visit closed 

with the Dui Hua group 

meeting with Patricia Lee, 

the managing attorney in 

the Juvenile Unit of  the Offi ce of  the 

Public Defender, and Walter Aldridge, 

managing attorney of  the Juvenile Di-

vision in the Offi ce of  the District At-

torney.

Foundation for Future Cooperation

Prospects for cooperation be-

tween Dui Hua and the court and 

prosecutorial branches of  the Chi-

nese justice system are especially good 

in the areas of  adult parole and youth 

probation. America’s parole system is 

in a state of  disrepair, while China’s is 

functioning quite well. On the other 

hand, America has years of  experi-

ence in the area of  juvenile justice, 

whereas China is only now creating its 

fi rst experimental juvenile courts. By 

working to promote dialogue in areas 

where both countries recognize defi -

ciencies, and by striving to create con-

ditions for concrete improvements, 

Dui Hua envisions forging new re-

lationships and friendships that can 

be used to pursue its overall goals of  

transparency, accountability, and hu-

manitarian treatment of  prisoners. ■

Harris later that day. Ms. Harris and 

Linda Klee, the district attorney offi ce’s 

chief  of  administration, explained the 

function of  the offi ce and briefed 

Dan on cooperative programs being 

undertaken with Russia.

Juvenile Justice 

The fi nal day of  Prof. Dan’s 

program in the Bay Area concentrated 

on learning about the way juvenile 

criminal cases and defendants are 

handled in San Francisco. Prof. Dan 

joined Kamm and Rosenzweig for a 

visit to the Youth Guidance Center, 

home to both the Juvenile Probation 

Department and the Juvenile Division 

of  the San Francisco Superior Court. 

The group met with Chief  Probation 

Offi cer William Siffermann and 

Garry Bieringer, project coordinator 

of  the Juvenile Detention Alternative 

Initiative, to hear how San Francisco 

was attempting to reform its system 

of  juvenile detention to include more 

community-based alternatives for both 

pre-adjudication and post-dispositional 

detention. Siffermann arrived in San 

Prof. Dan Wei with John Kamm, San Francisco District Attorney 

Kamala Harris, and her colleague Linda Klee, chief of administration.
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correctional theories have been applied to practices in 

this prison. During the tour inside San Quentin, I could 

see traces of  the industrial prison constructed through 

the hard labor of  inmates, as well as of  the medical 

model of  corrections, which understood offenders to be 

sick and rehabilitation to be only a matter of  fi nding the 

right treatment. When this theory of  rehabilitation did 

not seem to work, a pragmatic philosophy of  punishment 

was put into practice, which meant separating criminals 

from society by keeping them locked up for as long as 

possible. I saw many consequences of  this philosophy 

during my visit to San Quentin.

Lieutenant Messick showed us around the neat, clean 

courtyard just inside the security gate, an area surrounded 

by the old prison hospital, a memorial site for offi cers 

who have lost their lives while on duty, and several old cell 

blocks—including the death row section that currently 

holds more than 600 condemned inmates. This number 

really shocked me; I had never heard of  so many inmates 

being incarcerated on death row in a single prison! Many 

O n the morning of  March 13, 2007, I was invited to 

tour San Quentin State Prison as a guest of  The 

Dui Hua Foundation. It was a beautiful, sunny morning 

and quite pleasant outside. After only a half-hour drive 

from downtown San Francisco, an old, fortress-like com-

pound appeared in my sight. Five of  us—Dui Hua staff  

members John Kamm, Joshua Rosenzweig, and Martin 

Witte, as well as John’s son Jack and I—registered at the 

front gate of  San Quentin before meeting Lieutenant 

Eric Messick. An amiable, energetic offi cer who has been 

working at the prison for nearly 25 years, Lieutenant Mes-

sick led us through the security gate, where our left hands 

were imprinted with fl uorescent marks to distinguish us 

from the prisoners. Having read of  San Quentin in Jack 

London’s novel The Star Rover, it was amazing to be step-

ping onto the grounds of  a prison I knew mainly through 

London’s descriptions of  its abuse and terror, death row 

conditions, and execution chamber.

Built in 1852, San Quentin has played a key role in 

the reform of  the correctional system in California. Many 

An Old Tree In Need of Trimming: Reflections on San Quentin

Dui Hua invited Prof. Dan Wei to write an article for Dialogue on his impressions of  San Quentin State Prison. 

Prof. Dan graciously accepted the opportunity and shared this account for Dui Hua to publish for our readers. 

Aerial view of San Quentin State Prison (Photo courtesy http://philip.greenspun.com).
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of  them have been living in their cells for over a decade. 

Of  course, a moratorium on the death penalty is more 

civilized than actual execution, but the material and spiri-

tual costs of  the long-term suspension of  the death pen-

alty cannot be hidden and ignored from the people who 

have paid for it. Although I am an absolute opponent of  

the death penalty, I think this sort of  stalled death penalty 

is not a way to obey the basic principles of  rule of  law. 

Keep it or abolish it; I see no middle ground.

After we walked by the recreation yard where some 

inmates were exercising, we came to a building that Lieu-

tenant Messick indicated was the gym. It was not a very 

new building, and before going inside, I guessed it would 

be the same as the gyms in other prisons I had visited. 

But I was greatly shocked as we stepped into the gym. 

Assorted odors blocked my nose. I saw that more than 

30 rows of  two-layer bunk beds occupied the entire 

gym, from which I estimated the number of  inmates to 

be around 600. But I counted only six offi cers. Bizarre 

sounds spread all over, and I could not easily follow Lieu-

tenant Messick’s words at that moment. Suddenly, as we 

walked up a staircase to an observation platform, an in-

mate with a gray beard complained loudly to us about the 

prison conditions, using foul language. Lieutenant Mes-

sick immediately asked a nearby offi cer to intervene. I put 

my hand on the lieutenant’s shoulder and said, “It doesn’t 

matter, sir, it is quite common in prisons. It’s okay.” Yes, it 

was okay for us—especially for me—because it was there 

in that gym that I learned the truth about the overcrowd-

ing problem at San Quentin.

I know overcrowding is a result of  a philosophy that 

focuses on punishment, a way of  thinking that has led to a 

great increase in the American prison population even as 

crime rates have been dropping since 1990. The increasing 

fi scal budgets in the penal system cannot adequately meet 

the needs of  the growing total of  prison inmates, and the 

design capacity of  prisons often fails to accommodate 

these expanding numbers. For example, more than 5,200 

inmates are incarcerated in facilities at San Quentin that 

are designed to hold only around 3,300. Restrictive and 

harsh prison housing conditions should not be part of  

the penalty that offenders pay for their crimes. Whether 

in China or the United States, we members of  the broader 

society must fi nd a solution to this problem.

As we visited other facilities such as cafeterias, rec-

reational rooms, work spaces, and several cells, I asked 

Lieutenant Messick about the prison’s budget for 2006. 

The annual operating budget for San Quentin is around 

$210 million, equivalent to RMB 1.6 billion. There are 

1,718 staff  members along with 5,222 inmates. Why can’t 

this huge amount of  money solve the prison’s visible 

problems? San Quentin’s annual budget is equal to that 

of  10 prisons of  the same size in China, but why is the 

overcrowding situation much more serious than in Chi-

nese prisons? Is more money the answer to San Quentin’s 

problems, or is the solution the application of  scientifi c 

prison management methods?

In any case, I was very grateful to the authorities at 

San Quentin for giving me the freedom to see the real 

conditions there, good or bad, and even allowing me to 

visit the execution chamber. Seeing the chamber made a 

very deep visual impression and led me to think over the 

value of  the death penalty. As I stood inside the execu-

tion chamber at San Quentin, I wondered what its future 

would be.

The weather was still very comfortable as we stepped 

out of  the prison, and the death penalty was still alive 

in California, and the problems we encountered on this 

unique morning also were still there. As we waved fare-

well to Lieutenant Messick, the towers of  San Quentin 

became a big tree in my eyes. And upon that tree were 

some branches in need of  trimming. ■ 

The execution chamber at San Quentin (Photo courtesy California 

Department of Corrections).
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O ver the past several months, The Dui Hua Foun-

dation has obtained a number of  new responses 

to requests for information about prisoners in China. 

Most of  these responses provide the first official con-

firmation of  imprisonment for individuals previously 

reported to have been sentenced. There were also 

three cases involving sentence reductions, from which 

two individuals have been reported released.

Xu Xianglan 

In Dialogue 14 (Winter 2004), Dui Hua reported 

on the “lenient” eight-year prison sentence given to 

Xu Xianglan, the former head of  Falun Gong activi-

ties in the city of  Wuhan. In communications with a 

research association with close links to the Chinese 

government, Dui Hua has recently learned that Xu 

was released from prison on July 23, 2005, after re-

ceiving two separate one-year sentence reductions. No 

explanation was given for the sentence reductions.

Li Minying  & Yu Huafeng 

In a February 6, 2007 communication from a 

research association with close links to the Chinese 

government, Dui Hua was informed that former 

newspaper editors Li Minying and Yu Huafeng each 

received 20-month sentence reductions on March 9, 

2006, following various commendations and awards 

for meritorious service. Less than one week after Dui 

Hua received this notification, the remainder of  Li’s 

sentence for “taking bribes” was commuted and he 

was released from Guangdong’s Panyu Prison. Later 

in the month, it was reported unofficially that Yu had 

been granted another one-year sentence reduction of  

his original eight-year sentence for graft and bribery. 

Yu Huafeng is now due for release from Panyu Prison 

on May 8, 2009.

Li and Yu were convicted in connection with 

charges that they improperly used profits to pay bo-

nuses to staff  at the Guangzhou-based Southern Me-

tropolis News. Supporters of  the two journalists have 

alleged that their imprisonment followed a targeted 

campaign by local authorities aimed at the News, which 

built a national reputation for investigative reporting 

that often exposed local and provincial government 

wrongdoing. In March 2003, the newspaper reported 

that a young man named Sun Zhigang had been beat-

en to death while being held in a “shelter and investi-

gation” facility. The widespread attention to the case 

led to the scrapping of  that system of  administrative 

detention.

Abdurazaq Abdureshit 

In Dialogue 22 (Winter 2006), Dui Hua reported a 

case involving 18 Uyghurs sentenced to up to 15 years 

in prison for the crime of  “splittism.” Only three of  the 

18 defendants were named in the original newspaper 

account of  the sentencing rally, held on July 23, 1999, 

in Huocheng [Korgas] County, Xinjiang. Dui Hua 

has employed various channels to request updates on 

these three named prisoners, and it recently received a 

response about one of  them. The response confirmed 

that Abdurazaq Abdureshit, aged 37, is serving his 

13-year sentence for splittism in Kuitun Prison and is 

scheduled for release on September 23, 2011.

Drolma Kyab 

The Chinese government has confirmed the 

conviction of  Drolma Kyab on charges of  espionage 

and illegal border crossing. The 31-year-old Tibetan 

teacher was detained in April 2005, reportedly in 

connection with a manuscript he had written that 

touched on sensitive political subjects. The official 

response indicates that he was sentenced to 10½ 

years’ imprisonment, which is being served in Qushui 

[Chushur] Prison. He is due to be released on October 

8, 2015.

Summary of Recent Prisoner Responses 

NEW RESEARCH & PRISONER INFORMATION
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New Review Regulations Expected to Curb Executions

As Dui Hua reported in the previous issue of Dialogue, authority to conduct final review over all death 

sentences in China was restored to the Supreme People’s Court (SPC) on January 1, 2007. On February 28, 

the SPC enacted new regulations governing its procedures for carrying out the review process.

The regulations outline the various circumstances in which the SPC will either approve or reject a 

lower court’s death sentence. Four basic criteria are taken under consideration in evaluating the original 

sentence: correct determination of facts, application of the proper laws, whether the death sentence was 

applied appropriately in light of the facts of the case, and the overall legality of the court proceedings.

It is clear from the regulations that the SPC will not regularly issue its own verdicts in death penalty 

cases it finds to be unacceptable. Under most circumstances, when the SPC finds reason to reject a lower 

court verdict involving the death penalty, it will vacate the original sentence and remand the case to a lower 

court for retrial. Given that the SPC expects to review thousands more cases than it had under previous 

rules, it would be impossible to undertake the proper investigations of fact necessary before issuing its own 

decisions.

By shifting this burden to retry problematic cases onto provincial courts, these regulations are expected 

to make lower courts more reluctant to order executions in borderline or questionable cases—thereby falling 

in line with the SPC’s stated goal of “killing rarely and killing carefully” (shao sha, shen sha).

Koresh Huseyn 

Offi cial responses confi rm that on July 14, 2005, the 

Uyghur magazine editor Koresh Huseyn was sentenced 

to three years’ imprisonment by the Bachu [Maralweshi] 

County People’s Court in Xinjiang for “dereliction of  

duty.” He was detained by police on February 3, 2005, 

one day after the same court handed down a 10-year 

sentence for author Nurmuhemmet Yasin (

) on charges of  “inciting racial hatred or 

discrimination.” The charges against Huseyn reportedly 

stem from his publication of  Yasin’s short story “The 

Wild Pigeon” (which authorities claimed to advocate 

Uyghur independence) in the Kashgar Literature Journal. 

Koresh Huseyn is due for release from Bachu Prison on 

February 2, 2008, while Nurmuhemmet Yasin is being 

held in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region Num-

ber One Prison until November 29, 2014.

Ren Ziyuan 

The Chinese government has recently confi rmed 

that Ren Ziyuan, a 27-year-old former middle school 

teacher from Shandong Province, is serving a 10-year 

sentence for subversion. Court documents charge Ren 

with advocating the overthrow of  the Chinese govern-

ment and using the Internet to organize an opposition 

group called the “Chinese Mainland Democratic Front” 

( ). The March 2006 verdict by the 

Jining Intermediate People’s Court was upheld on ap-

peal by the Shandong Higher People’s Court. Ren is 

scheduled to be released from prison at the end of  his 

sentence on May 9, 2015.

Sonam Gyalpo 

China has offi cially confi rmed that 51-year-old Ti-

betan trader Sonam Gyalpo is serving a 12-year sentence 

in Qushui [Chushur] Prison. Detained in August 2005 

by police offi cials in the Tibet Autonomous Region, So-

nam Gyalpo was charged with the crime of  espionage 

and convicted by the Lhasa Intermediate People’s Court 

on June 9, 2006. The response notes that he was fi rst 

imprisoned for engaging in “counterrevolutionary pro-

paganda and incitement” in January 1989 and allegedly 

made contact with the Tibetan “government-in-exile” 

in the early 1990s, after which he engaged in organiz-

ing pro-independence groups in Tibet. According to 

unoffi cial reports, police suspected him of  engaging in 

political activities around the time of  the 40-year com-

memoration of  the establishment of  the Tibet Autono-

mous Region and seized numerous videos and other im-

ages of  the Dalai Lama from his home. Sonam Gyalpo’s 

sentence is due to expire on August 27, 2017. ■
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Executive Director John Kamm made a two-week 

trip in January and February, highlighted by his par-

ticipation in a global death penalty forum sponsored 

in Paris from February 1 to February 3 by the Third 

World Congress Against the Death Penalty. The cen-

tral objectives of  the Congress are to increase inter-

national pressure on countries that apply the death 

penalty and consolidate prospects of  abolition in 

countries that have renounced execution.

Kamm addressed the Congress as chair of  the 

panel “China, the Death Penalty, and the Beijing 

Olympics.” His presentation explored death penalty 

statistics and trends in China that included fi ndings 

from Dui Hua’s research. Joined on the panel by two 

Chinese lawyers, representatives from human rights 

organizations, and other experts, Kamm noted the 

decline in executions in China over recent years and 

encouraged further reduction in the government’s use 

of  the death penalty as a way of  helping the country 

improve its international human rights standing as the 

2008 Olympics approach. 

Kamm also spoke about Dui Hua’s work in an 

interview published on the Congress web site. Citing 

a general willingness among China’s leaders to discuss 

the death penalty, he suggested that international 

organizations and business leaders could play an 

important role in pressing for more decreases in the 

number of  executions carried out in China: “When 

the Chinese see that there are fewer executions and 

that the number of  crimes perpetrated has not risen, 

and when they understand that it improves their image 

abroad, we will be able to make progress.”

Dui Hua has completed initial development and 

begun data entry for its new “mass incident” database. 

This registry will comprise detailed records of  public 

incidents that refl ect Chinese citizens’ unrest over an 

array of  economic, environmental, legal, and social is-

sues in the country. 

In expanding its research scope that has focused 

primarily on Chinese prisoners, Dui Hua foresees 

the mass incident database providing another means 

to bolster human rights diplomacy with the Chinese 

government by helping the foundation better under-

stand popular dissent in China, a phenomenon which 

often shares common ground with cases of  political 

and religious crime. Together with its well-established 

prisoner registry, the new database will also enable Dui 

Hua to broaden the potential range of  its publications 

as well as increase opportunities for public outreach 

and information-sharing with governments, NGOs, 

and researchers in the United States and abroad. 

The mass incident database is designed so that 

each incident is summarized with a number of  impor-

tant details, including location and dates, the number 

of  participants, and the nature and targets of  the inci-

dent. Individual events for incidents are entered chron-

ologically in a narrative format that offers background 

and context, including available names of  individuals 

involved and any known resolution to the incidents. 

Research fi ndings about property destruction and vio-

lence are also noted along with detentions and arrests 

that closely link Dui Hua’s work on Chinese prisoners 

with this new database.  

Currently, Dui Hua is concentrating its mass in-

cident research on online news accounts of  popular 

protest in China. The foundation intends in the near 

future to look extensively into other open-source ma-

terials, including many of  the same resources that have 

proven valuable to Dui Hua’s prisoner research.

Dui Hua has received funding for the develop-

Dui Hua Launches “Mass Incident” Database ment and maintenance of  the mass incident database 

from the Smith Richardson Foundation and the Inter-

national Republican Institute.

International Death Penalty Congress  

Highlights Kamm’s Recent Trip


